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A G re a t L in e -U p : Th e P R O P ro d u c t R a n g e b y F lö to tto
A versatile range of tables and a barstool are the latest additions to the highly
successful PRO product line; more frame designs to follow
Design: Konstantin Grcic Industrial Design, 2012 – 2014
There’s hardly another range of chairs that has achieved such great success in such
short a time: in less than three years since the first chair was launched, the PRO
chair line by Flötotto has grown to feature a comprehensive range of different
designs, including various frames, different armrest solutions, sophisticated
accessories and a contemporary colour palette. All these elements have paved the
way for the great international success of the PRO product line, which offers
solutions for many different areas of life and work. With PRO Table, the range has
now been extended by a beautiful and elegant line of tables, available in various
shapes, sizes and materials and with different leg profiles to create individual
aesthetics. Also new: a comfortable barstool and a new four-star base with and
without castors.
PRO Table: Three Shapes, Wood or Aluminium and Playful Colour Options
The clever detail in the construction of the new PRO Table line: a specially developed connector made from
die-cast aluminium that is mounted in the corners below the tabletop. The connector joins the frame, made
from extruded aluminium tubes, to the visually striking legs. The same connector is used in all table
designs, as it can fit all the different leg profiles. Initially, the legs will be available in oval aluminium tubing
and in an oval and tapered wood profile. Many other leg designs are currently being developed. The
extrusion profile below the table is an aesthetic highlight: it can be painted in the same colour as the PRO
chairs, thus providing a striking visual accent. The tabletop also comes in a painted finish, which allows for
creating monochrome concepts where table and chairs are united by featuring the same colour. The square,
rectangular and round tabletops come in an almost endless range of sizes and are available in solid oak,
painted MDF or HPL solid core.

New Elements in the PRO Seating Furniture Line: A Barstool and a New Frame
Flötotto also presents a new barstool with a chrome-plated sled base and, for the PRO chairs, there is a
X-frame that comes with both optional castors and armrests. The stackable barstool also features the
characteristic, ergonomically shaped PRO seat shell. A visually unobtrusive footrest on the chromeplated sled-base frame ensures perfect sitting comfort.
The new designs complete a programme whose extraordinary comfort makes for perfect seating in
many different areas: in the dining area at home, in the home office and in the kitchen and now also at
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modern counters and in the contract sector such as staff canteens, bars, restaurants and cafés,
conference or training rooms, in open plan offices and meeting areas. The most striking feature of the
PRO chairs is the flexible backrest with its distinctive S-shape. The curvature allows for freedom of
movement, it supports the back and the pelvis and stimulates blood circulation. The three-dimensional
shape of the seat shell provides structural stability, thus ensuring comfortable yet dynamic sitting with
healthy, balanced movement.

PRO Facts
PRO Table
• Tabletop shapes: square, rectangular and round
• Sizes and diameters: large choice of standard sizes; individual sizes on request
• Tabletops: solid oak, painted MDF or HPL solid core
• Aluminium extrusion profiles, powder-coated in colours that match the PRO chair colours
• Leg profiles: oval aluminium tubing, oval and tapered wood profiles (more profiles to come soon)

Barstool
Seat shell:
• With classic PRO seat shell
• Seat shell available in six colours: snow white, granite grey, graphite black, aqua blue, kiwi green,
coral red
Frame:
• Sled base including footrest (chrome-plated)
Areas of use:
• Kitchen
• Staff canteens, refectories and cafés (also outdoors)
• Bars, restaurants, hotels

X-Frame, four-star base (also with castors)
Seat shell:
• With classic PRO seat shell
• Seat shell with or without armrests
• Seat shell available in six colours: snow white, granite grey, graphite black, aqua blue, kiwi
green, coral red
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